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Dear Karen,
Thanks again for your time and patience in addressing yet another safety issue that not only
affects the Detroit Air Traffic Control Tower, but the entire National Air Space (NAS).
This response will cover the investigation, findings and corrective actions for OSC File No. DI13-4206-et al.
Throughout the report, it is stated that the Agency has "no statutory authority" and "no ability to
enforce existing protocol" in addressing the filing, amending or controlling what the dispa~chers
execute. This is absolutely an unacceptable response from an Agency with the mission of
providing the safest, most efficient aerospace system in the world.
Page two of the Executive Summary states, "Therefore, a dispatcher in Atlanta may be unaware
that an existing previously submitted flight plan is still active in DTW and may erroneously enter
a new one assuming that the previously filed flight plan had expired " Later in the report it
states that dispatchers have found ways to bypass protocols. Additionally, dispatchers have filed
routes in an attempt to delete or remove a particular flight out of an Expect Departure Clearance
Time (EDCT) program. So the dispatchers know exactly what they are doing when they enter
new flight plans to change not only the proposed time, but routes, altitudes and other fields of a
flight plan and we have evidence in support.
Page four of the summary states, "Once a flight strip is printed, changes made to the flight plan
from sources outside the FAA are then prohibited. " Beginning on page five of the summary, an
event describing an amended flight plan is covered. Attachment one is that event. A strip
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This is just another example of how the Agency has lost regulatory control what is entered
into the NAS and who has what capabilities to do so. The Agency cannot make the statements
"no statutory authority" and "no ability to enforce existing protocol" and then state that changes
are prohibited. Does the Agency have authority and enforcement when it comes to prohibited
actions and not protocols? Who determines the distinction? Why establish protocols and then
not, at a minimum, monitor the process. DTW alone has been giving the Agency plenty of issues
of nonconformity.
On that note, on page five it is stated that DTW ±1rst began tracking the issue in December 2012.
This is not accurate. Every mention of this issue in the summary expresses 2012 as the moment
of epiphany. This endeavor began as far back as 2009. As a matter of fact, this very issue was
elevated to ATSAP in 201 0 and ignored. The Agency has known about this issue for a very long
time and numerous examples that should have alerted them.
During the investigation of the claims in the summary, a protocol named Next Day Time Interval
(NDTI) was discovered. To our understanding, it is a 58 minute window that allows dispatchers,
and probably others, to enter a flight plan into the system without regard to current time and
proposed time.
Example; if an aircraft is proposed to depart at 21 OOz and the clearance has been received and is
taxiing for take-off at 211 Oz, an identical flight plan or the same call sign with some
modifications can be entered with a proposed time of 21 OOz and the new flight actually prints out
immediately. Normally an entered proposed time of2100z at 2110z would recognize the 2100z
proposed time for the next day and not print out until 2030z the following day. This NDTI
apparently gives users a "58 minute we think you mean this day and hour" latitude with regard to
proposed times.
So someone with knowledge or understanding in the Agency appears to have modified the
system that filers use to enter flight plans into the NAS. We have not heard of the NDTI
acronym, been notified of any change nor can we find NTDI in any FAA documents.
This entire issue also brings into play one of the top areas of risk and safety emphasized by the
Agency; the increased possibility of hearback/readback errors. When automation is not utilized
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have been identified and eliminated. Attachment two shows that the problem persists. Also
given as supporting documentation of PDC issues were PowerPoint presentations and numerous
A TASP filings that display more issues than what we are encountering here at Detroit. Yet the
Agency has taken another "operating as designed" stance when it comes to equipment.
During the investigation, these issues were also discussed with DOD officials. They voiced
concerns over the necessity for duplicate flight plans. The same issues exist when military
aircraft are utilizing DTW for various reasons. Within this discussion was mention of smaller air
carriers with shmier commuter flights. While we understand these necessities, the DOD and
smaller carriers are no different than any other user of the NAS. If they want to use the NAS,
they must operate within all rules, regulations and protocols. To date, we here at Detroit have
seen no differences in violating protocols from military to air carriers, corporates to charters and
general aviation to air taxis.
These issues may seem to be, on the surface, caused by human action when in all actuality
caused by a user driven mentality. We all want to provide the best service possible to the
. individuals paying for and providing a service, but it must begin from the stand point of "safe,
orderly and expeditious handling of air traffic". Users of the NAS do not always get what they
want. Sometimes they have to be told what they are going to receive and sometimes these
decisions cause delays. Intentional delays to ensure safety.
The Agency needs to conduct themselves as the leaders and guardians of the NAS. Proper
decisions need to be made and not by committee. They need to give their controllers the proper
equipment and suppmi to avoid unnecessary confusion and doubt in what they are receiving and
disseminating. Automation is supposed to streamline operations, not increase workload and
create inefficiency. Having numerous entities unrnonitored and unfettered access to the NAS is
unsafe. Dispatchers and filers alike should not be able to amend any portion of a flight plan,
especially route information, without authorization from the Agency or their designees.
If filers are able to make route amendments without Agency approval and a change is sent to the
affected facility, how are we to know who made the amendment? How are we to know if the
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Agency's task force could not find or attempt to correct, took two emails and
two phone calls, after we received the summary, to at least try to rectify.
The issues do not need another task force, especially containing members or input from users or
any other member from the failed group of 2012. They clearly do not have a clue as to the
issues, effect on the NAS, repercussions or consequences of their failures. The users only need
to be informed of their infractions and the Agency's actions.
In the National Corrective Action Plan it states, " .... that results in individual flight plans that
appear to violate the revised FAA policies." What appearance? This is a simple. If two or more
flight plans with the same call sign are delivered to the same facility within the established time
frame, it is a violation. Who is going to decide the appearance? Is it going to be the same old
Agency response of "well the controller caught it and nothing happened" mind set?
We agree with the standardized time limit recommendations and reinstallation of the CD2
equipment and position. The educating of the users needs to be short and to the point. They all
have known about these issues since at least 2012, so there should be no excuses. If they know
how to bypass, they know of the issues. Here are the protocols; absolutely no route changes are
to be made without center or tower approval after the 30 minute prior to the proposed time is
reached. Allow them to amend any other field, (type aircraft, proposed time, requested altitude
and etcetera), and these types of amendments must not generate another flight plan or strip, just
an amendment notification strip. Users will always have the option of contacting an air traffic
facility to accomplish amendments as welL Adhere to them or restrictions will be imposed.
If duplicate flight plans are received, all duplicates and original shall be removed. The company
or pilot will be notified based on aircraft position. If the aircraft is taxiing, they shall be pulled
out of line and held until their company only enters one flight plan into the system. This may
cause delays, but it is a useful tool for mitigating safety and will only need to be done a few
times until the consequences are understood. Also remove the NDTI period leniency to ensure
proper protocols are adhered to.
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These issues have occurred while utilizing HOST and ERAM. It appears that instead of
designing a system or software that does not allow duplicates, the Agency developed protocols
relying upon user compliance.
In reference to the statements concerning NATCA in the Findings and Details; after discussions
with NA TCA officials, it was discovered that NA TCA did not submit a proposal to the task force
and the Agency is confusing issues concerning ERAM and flight plans.
The Agency, in reference to our vacant OM position, states," .... management functions can be.
shared by both operations in the same building." This has historically been a failure here at
Detroit. We have too many positions that are staffed with individuals who have little or no large
tower experience or even any control experience at all. This results in individuals trying to
dictate what the tower should or should not do. They attempt to push their duties onto the tower,
expect us to correct or be responsible for separation on final, dictate traffic flows that adversely
impact tower operations and attempt to interpret tower rules to their benefit. This has been
consistent from the ATMs to TMU to D21 FLMs to QC.
This is absolutely due to the lack of a tower OM. There is no equal playing field. No
experienced tower air traffic voice for our facility. Air traffic issues should be discussed and
decided at the OM level and leave the administrative side to the ATMs. We do not have that.
We are left with individuals making decisions based on how it will affect D21, but not the tower.
We arenot in the equation. And why, because D21 managers believe they have authority over
the tower. This is due to the lack of proper managerial structure, chain of command and lack of
intellect and respect for tower operations. If the Agency expects this facility to share functions
and resources, then it should properly staff the facility with air traffic intellectuals to establish a
chain of command and leadership.
To add to this absurdity, a bid just recently closed for D21 's second Operations Manager
position. Here was an opportunity to correct an ongoing issue in the facility and the Agency has
failed once again in making a proper decision.
Thank you again in assisting, supporting and addressing safety concerns not only here at Detroit,
but the entire National Airspace System.
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